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Hi,
I’m Eric.
You gave me your card at the party, last Saturday.
I would like to participate in your project, if you are still
interested.
Greets,
E.

I just watched a few documentaries about transgender children
and there was a girl whose family was so supportive and caring
and respectful towards her. It made me cry. I wish my parents
could have helped me back when I was a kid. It wouldn’t be so
difficult for me right now.

I told my mother. She kind of hopes that the changes will remain
hardly visible for long, which makes me feel as if I have to hide
myself to protect transphobic feelings. I have not yet decided if
I am willing to care about that.
She asks me for more time. To take things slow. But I can take no
compromise. I won’t have to tolerate that. I won’t accept the
fears to influence my decisions. There is nothing I have to hide or
to be afraid of.

Message to my mum:
No, you can’t ask me to renounce to my life, ask me to put
myself in your position and spare you and the rest of the family
discomfort… I’m sorry it hurts. It’s not my fault. I don’t ask for
your approval.

Things have taken an incredible turn I could have never
imagined. I found in my father the best ally I could dream of.
He told me this is all happy news and a very positive thing.
He understands it and only regrets that we have not been able
to articulate it earlier and have spared me so much suffering.
He is not concerned at all about telling others and even offered
me financial help for doctors or whatever I would need. He is
starting to use my name immediately! And my mother has now
apologized to me for her hurting words.
This feels so much bigger than what I could ever put into words.
This is so unexpected that I feel even disoriented. Every word of
my father has been so beautiful for me and I was not prepared
for it.

I miss my parents. It is a very nice (and new) feeling.
This is a huge change for me. Like a new life somehow, where
I have a true place in the family as myself. I don’t want to sound
over the top, but it feels like that.
Thinking of my parents with a smile… I don’t know, but it means
a lot.

Testosterone is definitely working. I have more hair on my arms
and on the legs too. Sina says I am going to become a tiny bear,
but this is exaggeration since she still has more body hair than
I do. My voice is changing too.

This morning I had surgery preparation. It all went fine, with
super nice doctors and nurses. All is set for T-day II. T-day I is
for testo, T-day II for tits.

Today I finally shared some pictures of my chest with my dad.
He said it looks really good.
I am über-happy!

I think a lot of people are not enemies. They just haven’t had the
chance in this society to come across a message that humanizes
trans*people. I don’t believe they hate us. Of course there is
transphobia, homophobia, sexism, etc. But I feel there is this
mass of people, like my parents, that just don’t know about us.
They only need to see us and understand that we are human and
that our needs and desires don’t make us any less valuable as
persons.
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